INTRODUCTION
When dealing with computer programs, one usually makes a distinction between flow-charts and recursive programs. We restrict hère our attention to the latter ones. Their generality has been showed by Luckham, Park and Paterson [4] , Properties of programs have to be expressed in some mathematical framework. Among the possible approaches, one of the most widely used is Scott's fixpoint semantics: a recursive program is viewed as a set of équations in some function space. The function it computes is defined as the least fixpoint of the (monotonie) functional determined by the équations.
This approach has been showed suitable for studying various properties of programs, such as correetness, termination, équivalence (see MannaVuillemin [6] , Milner [7] , etc.). It has also been used by Vuillemin [14, 15] to study the time complexity of the computations, as defined by the number of substitutions.
On the other hand, in order to develop the "fixpoint induction" technique, Park [10] présents a translation of a recursive program into a system of équations on a space of subsets of a domain. These subsets represent in fact graphs of functions, and the formalism is essentially equivalent to Scott's one.
In this paper, we want to show that working with graphs is suited to formalise a production process, which is a dual of the usual recursion process. The
In D p , two éléments x and 5c' always have a greatest lower bound (g. 1. b.) x A 3c' defined by (xÀx') f = ± if x t ¥= x' v , (x Ax') t = x t if x t = x f t . If two éléments x and x f have a least upperbound (1. u. b.) 3c V3c', they are said to be joinable (abbreviated x f x').
A function f : D p -± D is monotonie (inereasing), iff for ail 3c, 3c' e D p 9 X <= x'=* ƒ (x) £ƒ(*').
The set A p of the monotonie functions from D p to D is ordered by the relation ^ defined by Vf, g e À', /eg o VxeD p , /(5c) s g (5c).
For eaeh x 9 either ƒ (x) is undefined, or f(x) = g (x). The structure (A fl , c) is a complete partial order, whose minimal element is the constant mapping to J_, also denoted by J_. Let us now define the recursive program schemes. The basic alphabet is divided into a set of connectors, a set of variables V = { x l9 x 2 , ..., x & }, a set of basic function symbols B = { è l5 è 2 » ...,i e }> a set of unknown function symbols F = { F l5 F 2 , ...,F ffl }. To each function symbol s is associated an integer p (s) ^ 0, the arity of s.
DÉFINITIONS :
The set of terms is the language generated by the context-free grammar:
A recursive program scheme S is a set of équations A discrete interprétation lis given by:
1) a discrete domain Dji 2) for each basic function symbol b 9 a monotonie function / (b) e We call recursive program a pair (E, /). NOTATION : Let (S, /) be a recursive program with N équations and k variables, let ^eAp^\ g 2 eÀe^2>, ..., g N eA*V*\ let x be any term.
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We dénote by x l the functional from AJ<^> x A{(^> x ... x AJ^N) to AJ defined by the X-expression Xf u f 29 .. . 9 
f N .x.
Given öc e D k v x 1 (g) (a) dénotes the value computed by x on a when f l9 f 2 , ..., f N are interpreted by g u g 2 , ..., g N :
When no confusion arises, x 1 will be abbreviated in x. 
THEOREM: A recursive program (S, I) détermines a functional (p from
A
This functional is monotonie and continuous with respect to the ordering <=, and has a least fixpoint 7(2, I), called the solution of the équations.
This fixpoint is limit of Kleene's séquence K p = < £:£, k*, ...,££> such that K o -< 1, 1, . .., 1 > and K p+1 = 9 (K p ) for allp ^ 0.
Kleene's séquence satisfies K o ç Jf t ç ... e Âp ç ... s F (E, ƒ).
A proof may be found in Nivat [9] or Vuillemin [15],
Réduction to one single équation
In the translation process, we shall prefer to manipulate programs containing a single équation. Given a recursive program, one can easily construct another single équation program performing the same computations, by giving to a generic function the name of the function to be computed as an argument (see [1] ).
In this case, functions of Kleene's séquence will be denoted by x? (_L).
Monotonie functions over subsets

DÉFINITIONS : O : @ (A) -> 0> {A) is monotonie (increasing) iff:
-X £ A Q?-produces x iff x e $ (X).
-X is a minimal ^-producer of x iff X produces x and no proper subset of X produces x.
-X is a ykc/HH«f of <D> iff X = <b (X). We dénote by J' = /'"('i* /j, •. ., tj) the subterm of T corresponding to the occurrence i of f and by T° the term T itself.
We define a transformation ST on labelled terms which consists in replacîng a subterm/' (t\ y /|, . . ., t l n ) by the bound variable y t :
If ^ is a term, £T (t ) only contains basic function symbols and variable symbois in x or /.
For every integer i, 1 ^ i ^ w, let /,. dénote labels of bound variables that occur in subterms 3~ (ti) for 1 ^jgp. Let I o dénote labels of bound variables that occur in <T (x). The /,-détermine a partition of { 1, 2, ...,«}; 7f is empty for the innermost occurences of ƒ
The nesting depth of a label i is defined by nd(i) = 1 iff /f = 0, >w/(/) = 1 + max {nd(j) ' We now use P z to define the production funetion $>% :
DÉFINITIONS : Let X be a single-equation program scheme» Iet ƒ be a discrete interprétation. The production funetion $ (z , n : D^1 -• D£ +1 . associated to the program (S, /) is defined by
We abbreviate P x and ® (IlfI) in P and $ when no confusion arises.
Remark: If we take out the y t = ±, the translation is essentialy equivalent to the one given in Park [10] .
PROPOSITION # (r r) is monotonie and continuons.
Proof: The elementary predicates are monotonie, and the définition of 0 involves no négation: # is monotonie.
Since the number of elementary predicates is finite, <ï > is also continuous (1.3.2).
• Proof: 1) dpg (x (A)) s O (/f). Assume z # X Az = -c (A) (S)-If « is defined by a i = T' (A) (x) for ail i, then by construction of P z , a is admissible for (x, z 5 H).
2) ®(H)^dpg(%(h)).
Let (x, z) e $ (/J); then z # X. Let oc be admissible for (x, z, H). We show by induction on the nesting depths that for ail i 9 a t ç r* (A) (x).
2 a) Case «^(i) = 1. The terms $~ (tj) (x,a) in p t only contain basic functions and variables of x.
Hence 9* (tj) (x, a) = t) (x). By construction of p t 5 either a; = X, or (*i'(x), *J(3c), ...,f p '(x which means 2 è) Assume the property true for ail labels of nesting depth less than k, and let / be of nesting depth k. The terms ^ (tj) (x, a) only contain basic functions, variables in 3c and bound variables of nesting depth less than k.
Induction hypothesis and monotonicity of the basic functions imply:
If a f 7* X 5 then b& 9 a), ^(*i)(S, 5), ..., ^(^)(x, SX a f )eH;
by monotonicity of A : (r| (x), /| (x), ..., t*Çe) 9 a t )eH 9 which means oc,-T*{h)(5c).
Same argument applies to z : z = X and z = 5" (t) (5c, 5) imply Let X = {(O, ±, 0)}. Then (1, _L, 0) e # (X) and (1, n y 0) $ # (X) for n e JV. We now extend <S> to a more powerful production function *F.
DÉFINITIONS: Let D be a discrete domain, let X s DJ», r/ie se* X 15 defined by X = {x' e ]> | 3 x e X, x S 3c' }. 7%e extended production function *F is defined by : VXSDP+I, ¥ (X) = 1.6.1. PROPOSITION: 1) *F ij monotonie and continuons
2)
Proof: 1) Monotonicity follows from I ç 7=>Ic F, continuity from 1.3.2.
2) By induction on n, using O ffl (0) = $ m (0). Q
//öt w admissible for (x, z, X), then a is also admissible for (x\ z, X). Proof: Let a be admissible for (x, z, X). Then for every Ï such that 
IL DETERMINISTIC PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND STABLE INTERPRETATIONS
Let or dénote the «parallel or" function (X or true = true or _L == trué) 9 and consider the following program, which tests if z is the sum of x and y:
Starting from x,y 9 z> 0, there are several to ways perform the computation; we have no reason to choose one rather than another.
Moreover, let f x (x) and f 2 (x) be two recursively defined boolean fonctions, and consider the program ƒ (x) = f ± (x) or f 2 (x). There is only one way of Computing ƒ (a) : to perform the computations of f x (a) and f 2 (a) in parallel; it is even not decidable which of the two computations is the most efficient.
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In his study of time complexity of computation rules» Vuillemin [14, 15] introduces a determinism condition for top-down computations: the sequentiaîity condition. With respect to production functions, we can consider the two following conditions:
-Stepwise determinism: the set of intermediate values is unambiguously determined at each production step; formally, every point has a unique minimal producer mp (x). The whole set of intermediate values for x is then determined by transitively applying mp. This wilî be satisfied by stable interprétations.
-Global determinism: a "best" whole set of intermediate values is unambiguously determined for every argument. This weaker condition will be formaïised as the quasi-determinism condition on production functions (section III); it seems difficult to characterise corresponding interprétations.
The foliowing program satisfies the second condition but not the first (it is possible but useless to produce (x, 0) from (x+1,0)): 
II. 1. Deterministic production functions
Proof: By induction on w. Let g dénote F(E,/).
, where X dénotes the «-tuple (±, 1 5 ..., 1). Let 3c' be such that x î 3c' and g (x') -z. Since g is fixpoint, z = x (g) (3c') = T° (x', a) with a, == T* (g) (3c'). The p+w-tuples (3c, X) and (3c', ôc) are joinable, and their g. 1. b. is (x Ax', X). Therefore T° (x Ax', X) = z and by monotonicity T° (x', X) = z, which is equivalent to z = x (X) (x').
2) Assume the property true for m:
We show by structural induction that for every term T:
Case T = x t is obvious. Assume T = b (t l9 t 2i ...» 4) where the property holds for every t k . Then:
. By L 1.1, â and p are joinable, and b(â) = £((3) = 6 (a A p). For every î such that (SAp) £ # X, we have
By induction hypothesis on t h t t (g) (3c' ) = t t (t m (X)) (x').
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Therefore
The result follows by monotonicity of b. Assume now T -f(t u t 2 ,..., * p ). Since g is stable, the previous argument holds, and we can replace g by x w (_L) in the subterms t t :
But 3c f 3c' implies ö | P ; the global mduction hypothesis applies and yields
which is the desired result.
Let now x, 3c' e D? be such that t m+1 (1) (x) = z ^ J_ 5 g(x') = z and x t x'. Then z is the value of the term x (x m (1)) (x), and also the value of the the term x (g) (x') since g is the fixpoint.
Applying to x the preceeding result for terms, we get: 2) y is also the minimal admissible n-tuplefor
Proof: Let g dénote F(S, I).
1) Let 7 £ be the set of labels of the bound variables occuring in «T (TO (^ 1-4). Let l t dénote the cardinality of I h let p f = r< (g) (x).
We construct for every i a subset ƒ, of I t satisfying the following two conditions We now define y by y^ = p y if jej t for some i, y s = X otherwise. Then y is by construction the unique minimal acceptable n-tuple for (x, z Y (€>)).
. Since g(x') = z^X, there exists a «-tuple y' admissible for (x', z 5 F(<ï>)). By 1.6.2, y' is also admissible for (3c, z, F(^)), and hence y' 3 y. Therefore (x, y) and (x' 3 y') are joinable, with (x, y) V(i' s y') = (x, y') and (x, y)A(i', y') = (x' 5 y).
Using the stability of 3" (x), 3T (tp, g y one easily shows that y is admissible for (x',z, F(#))(/[1])
3) Assume (x, z) e <ï> m (0). There exists y' admissible for (x, z, $ m x (0)). 5 y' is also admissible for (x, z, F(<3>)) and y' 2 y.
For each i such that y^ # X, we have : (x, y) and (x, y') being joinable, ^ and Ç{ are joinable, an by IL3. 3: which means that y is admissible for (x, z, <b m~x (0)).
•
Ü.4. Stable interprétations and ^-producers
Even under stable interprétations, the extended production function *P is in gênerai not deterministic. Consider the example:
Hère (2, 1, 0) has two distinct minimal *F-producers P x = {(1, X, 0)} andP 2 = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0)}.
But P t is of smaller cardinality than P 2 , and contains more compact infor mation: the existence of (1, X, 0) in T (0) implies the existence of (1, 0, 0) by monotonicity, and the point (0,1,0) is not really useful for the computation.
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To formalise this intuitive comparison between *F-producers, we define the following partial preoder:
The relation E is defined by ZE Y o Vxel, 3j;eY, x^y.
11.4.1. THEOREM: Let E be a recursive program scheme, let I be a stable interprétation.
Let (3c, z) e Y Q¥\ let MP (x, z) dénote thefamüy of the minimal ^-producers of(x,z).
1)
The relation E induces a partial or dering on MP (3c, z). 2) MP (x, z) has a unique minimal element under E, which will be called the optimal producer of(x 9 z), and denoted opt (x, z).
3
4) Ify is the minimal admissible n-tuplefor (x, z, YQ¥)) 9 then y is admissible
for (x, z 5 opt (x 9 z)).
5) If x' is joinable to x and if (3c', z) e YQ¥) then opt (3c\ z) = opt (3c, z). 6)
For every (U-producer or ^-producer P of (3c, z), the cardinality of opt (x, z) is less than or equal to the cardinality of P.
Proof: 1) Let P e MP (x 9 z). Then for every p y p' eP 9 p cz p' is false : otherwise P-{p'} ^-produces (3c s z). Proposition follows easily.
2) Let (x, z)eY Ç¥)> let y be the minimal admissible «-tuple for (*, z 5 Y (T)). Let P o be the set of the points :
with Yi * JThen P o ^-produces (x, z). But 7 (S, /) is a stable function: for every Ç. there exists a least TJ ; Ç ^; such that T| £ e Y(<$>).
Let opt (3c, z) be the set of the T],-. By construction opt (x y z) E P o , and
Assume JR ^ Y(T) ^F-produces (x, z), and let öc be admissible for (3c, z, R)-By II.3.4, a 2 y, and R contains at least the points: i) (x, â), 5-(*i) (JC, 5), ..., 9-(t;) (x, 5), YD with Y< # JL.
For each / such that y t ^ 1 we have ^ ç Ç{ and hence r\ t ^ Ç{. But iî contains at least one r\' t such that T|J Ç ^;. Necessarily, TI^ ^ T]J, and opt (x 9 z) E -^.
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Since opt (x, z) is finite, we prove that it is a minimal T-producer of (x, z) by showing that it is a ¥-producer of minimal cardinality. Assume that Û -produces (x, z) and assume card (U) < card (opt (x, z)). Since opt (3c, z) C U y there exist T| l9 n 2 e opt (x, z) and ue U such that rjj ç u and T| 2 ç «. This is impossible, since by construction T\ X and i\ 2 cannot be joinable.
3) Since y is also admissible for (x, z, O"
4) The M-tuple y is admissible for P o , and opt (x, z) 3 P o -5) If x|x' and if (x', z) e F (Y), then by II. 3.4 y is also the minimal admissible w-tuple for (x' 9 z, 7(3»)).
6) We showed in 2 that opt (x, z) is a ^-producer of minimal cardinality. But every <D-producer is also a ^F-producer.
• II.5. Construction of the deterministic production function 0 (S/) Our last step is to construct a new production function 0 be selecting among the ^-producers the optimal one. In fact 0 itself will not be derministic: we only defined the optimal producers for the points in Y OF). However is "restriction" to its fixpoint will be deterministic: every point of F(0) will have a unique minimal producer included in Y (0), and all the results of the next section will hold. We call minimal a point (x, z) such that (x, z) e YÇV), and x' <= x implies (x', z) £ YÇ¥). By construction every point of opt (x, z) is minimal. Given, for some m, ^m (0) and (x, z) in Proof: 1) 2) 3) directly follow from the construction (see [1] ). 4) Every point of opt (x, z) is minimal by construction; therefore opt (3c, z) x { 1 } 0-produces (x, z, 0) or (x, z, 1).
If P 0-produces (x, z, ƒ/), there exists P' Ç P such that every point of P' is minimal and such that p (P') ^P-produces (3c, z). Then P Zl opt (JC, z) and P => opt (x, z). D Remark: It may obviously be the case that I is not stable and 0 (IJ) is deterministic. However, given a non-stable function b e AP, one can easily construct a non-deterministic program just by using sequential if-then-else and constant functions {see [1]).
m. BOTTOM-UP COMPILATIONS. QUASI-DETERMINISTIC PRO-DUCTION FUNCTIONS
Let D be an arbitrary set and <D be a monotonie function from 9 {D) to & (D). Every notion is defined with respect to O, and symbols may be prefixed by <£ if necessary: O-b. u. c. s., <D-s. r., <E>-dom."
We first formalise the notion of bottom-up computation of a point in Y (3>). We next express the quasi-deterministism condition (cf. section II), and then study some properties of the quasi-deterministic functions. Lastly, we present induction techniques based on the structure of the set of intermediate values.
Illustrations are given in diagram 1 (in annex).
III. 1. Bottom-up computation séquences; storage configuration séquences
For defining bottom-up computations, we use as basic opération the production of a point by a subset of Z), starting from initially empty information. Proof: Let { X n , neN} be a b. u. c. s. If n = 0, then X o = 0, and X o s $ (X o ). Assume X n s O (JST B ). Then X n+1 s Z n u O (Z") implies I" +1 gO(I"), and X n^Xn+1 implies $(IJç$(Z n+1 ); finally JJf n+1 ^ $ (-*""+1). The limit (J X n is s. r. since it is a union of s. r. sets.
• n The intuitive définition of the quasi-determinism condition was the existence of a least set of necessary and sufficient intermediate values for any given argument.
We now give the foliowing formai définition:
DÉFINITION: O is quasi-deterministic iff every point xe<&(D) has a unique minimal self-reproducing producer prod {x).
III. 2.3. PROPOSITION: A function O is quasi-deterministic iff for every finite or infinité family S i9 ie I, of s. r. sets, $ (f) S*) = (] O (S t ).
iel iel
Proof: See II. 1.1. D Clearly, every deterministic function is quasi-deterministic. A quasi-deterministic function may not be deterministic; however nothing can be gained by using the non determinism facilities: let P 1 be a minimal producer of x included in prod (x% let P 2 be another minimal producer such that P 2 $ prod (x). We can produce x by first producing either P x or P 2 . Assume {X n> neN} is a b. u. c. s. such that X" 2 P 2 -Then xe $ (X n ). But X n is s. r. and produces x : X" 2 prod (x), and X n 3 P t ; computing P 2 is simply a waste of time. Therefore prod (x) is actually the set of necessary and sufficient intermediate values we wanted to define.
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III.2.4. PROPOSITION: Let $> be quasi-deterministic and continuais. a) X ç y (<D) is the limit of a b. w. c. s. iffX is s. r. b) X £ Y{<$) is member of a b. w. c. s. iffX is s. r. and included in $>
III.3. Producers and domains. The ordering -< DÉFINITION : Let $> be quasi-deterministic. The domain of x, dom (x)
, is the smallest s. r. set containing x. The relation -< is defined by x -< y iff x e dom (y).
III. 3.1. PROPOSITION : Let O be quasi-deterministic and continuons, let xe Y
3) The relation -< induces a well-founded ordering on Y (<ï>), Proof: 1) Since dom (x) is s. r. and contains x, it produces x and dom (x) 2 prod (x) u { x }. Now <I > (prod (x) u { x }) 3 <t > (prod (x)) 2 prod (x) u { x}.
Then prod (x) u { x } is s. r. and contains x; hence prod (x) u {x } 3 dom (x).
2) Let n be the smallest integer such that x e <D M (0).
Then <& n~l (0) is s. r. and produces x; hence prod (x) e O"" 1 (0) and x £ prod (x).
3) The relation -< is obviously reflexive and transitive. It is also antisymmetric: assume x < y, y -< x, x # y• Then x e prod (y) implies prod (x) £ prod (j>), and y e prod (x) implies y e prod (y)* contradicting 2. Let X ç y(<ï>). Then dom(X) dénotes the smallest s. r. set containing X, prod(X) dénotes the smallest s. r. set producing X.
III. 3.2, PROPOSITION : 1) dom (X) = \J dom (x).
2) prod(X) = y prod(x), xeX 3) dom (X) = prod(X) u X. 
4) prod(X) = prod (dom (X)). 5) S s. r.oS = ém (5) o S 2 prorf (S).
III.4. Extremal points and extremal set of a s.r. set A set S is s. r. iff S = [j dom (x). We note that if y e S is such that S z e S,
r. A point x e S is extremal for S iff x $ prod (S). A subset E of S is extremal for S iff S -dom (E)
and ¥ e 9 e' G E ~ e < e'. By convention, 0 is extremal for 0.
III .4.1. PROPOSITION: A point x is extremal for a s. r. set S iff S-{x} is s. r.
Proof; Let x be extremal for S. Then S~ {x ) ^ prod (S), and (^-{xpsS-fi}. Assume conversely that S-{x} is s.r. Then 5-{ x } 3 prod (S-{ x }), and S-{ x } ^ prod (x), since S produces x. Finally S-{ x } 2 prod (S) and x $ prod (S). D
PROPOSITION: Let S be s. r. Then E £ S is extremal for S iff S = dom (E) and E n prod (S) = 0.
Proof: Clearîy, if E satisfies S = dom (E) and E n prod (S) = 0, then E is extremal for *S. Assume conversely E extremal for S. Assume 3 eeE e e prod (S). Then 3 se S e e prod (s). Since S = dom (£), 3 e' e E se dom (e 9 ). Finally e e prod (e% which is impossible.
PROPOSITION: A s. r. set S has at most one extremal set ext (S). If it exists, ext (S) is the set of extremal points ofS* IfE' ç S satisfies S = dom (£"), then E' ^ ext (S).
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Proof: Let E be extremal for S. If e e E, then e <£ prod (S) and e is extremal for 5.
Let e be extremal for S. Assume e $ E. Then S -{ e } is s. r., and E ç 5-{ e } implies dom (E) £ 5-{ ^ }» contradicting dom (E) = S.
If E' satisfies dom (E') = S, then E' clearly contains the extremal points of S. D A s. r. set S may have no extremal set: this is the case for Y(<ï>) if <D» (0) for all /?. This is however not the case for the bounded sets:
DÉFINITION: A set X is n-bounded iff X e t>«(0). The «-f/2 s//ce of F (0>) is defined by x n = 0>" (0)-d>"~1 (0).
III. 4.4. THEOREM : Let <D ^ quasi-detemrinistic, let S be s. /*, included in <J> M (0). TTÎ^/Ï iS /jas 1 aw extremal set; ext (S) is the union of S n x n and of the points of ext (S n ® n~l (0)) which do not belong to dom (S n t").
Proof: By induction on n.
CoROLLARY 1: Let xe Y(<I>). Then prod(x) has an extremal set. Moreover, if<& is deterministic, then ext (prod (x)) =2 mp (x).
Proof: If xe F(<D), then x e <t >" (0) for some n and prod (x) is (n-l)-bounded.
Assume 3> deterministic, assume y e ext (prod (x)) satisfies y $ mp (x). Then prod (x)-{ y } is s. r., contains mp (x), and produces x: contradiction with the minimality of prod (x). • III. 4.6. COROLLARY 2: Let <I > be quasi-deterministic, let X n be a b. u. c. s. Then X n has an extremal set, which contains X n -X n _ t .
Proof: By induction on n, X n is «-bounded, and III.4.3 applies. Now
III.5» Extremal sets
According to the previous results, we can define the extremal sets in an intrinsic way.
DÉFINITION: Let <ï > be quasi-deterministic. A set £ ç D is extremal iff E is extremal for dom (E). 2 
III.5.1. PROPOSITION: Let $ be quasi-deterministic E extremal o En prod (E) = 0 <=> prod (E) = dom (E) -E.
have a least upperbound max (E i> E 2 ) in (EXT, •<). This L w. b. satisfies the following properties:
Proof; Consider the set E defined by property 2; E is extremal by construction. Since E ^ E t u E 2 , we have dom (E) s dom (E t ) u dom (E 2 )* Let x e dom (Ej) u dom (E 2 ); we can assume x e dom (E t ). Then 3 e t e £ x x e dom OJ). If e x ^ prod (E 2 \ then e t G£ and xe dom (JF). If ^i e prod (£"2), there exists e 2 e E 2 such that e t e prod (e 2 ); ^1 e prod (£ x ) being impossible, we have e 2 $ prod (E t \ and hence e 2 e E and j£ 6 dom (£).
Finally dom (£) = dom (^i) u dom (£ 2 ). Property 1. is proved, and E clearly is the 1, u. b. of E x and £ 2 -By construction, E is of the form E[ u E 2 with E[ £ E t and E 2 £ £ 2 * Hence prod(£) = prod (£i)u prod (E 2 ), and prod (E) e prod (E x )u prod (£ 2 ).
The reverse inclusion follows from III. 5.3, and property 3 is proved. D
PROPOSITION: TWO éléments E t and E 2 of EXT have a g.lb* in (EXT, -<) iff dom (E x ) n dom (E 2 ) has an extremal set. If it exists, this g. L b. satisfies min (E u E 2 ) = ext (dom (E{) n dom (E 2 ))*
Proof: If dom (E x ) n dom (E 2 ) has an extremal set E, then E clearly is the g. 1. b. of E x and E 2 . Assume conversely that E x and E 2 have a g. 1 
lu.6, S-complete sets
Among the extremal sets included in a s. r. set, those which are maximal with respect to inclusion present a very rich structure. They seem to be also useful for determining the storage requirements of bottom-up computations (see section IV).
DÉFINITION: Let <D be quasi-deterministic and continuous, let S be s. r. inciuded in F(4>). A set C Ç S is S-complete iff C is extremal and no extremal set included in S properly contai ns C, SCOMP dénotes the family of the S-eomplete sets.
PROPOSITION: Let C ç S be extremal. Then C is S-complete iff
Proof: 1) Assume C S-complete, let x e 5-dom (C) satisfy dom (x)nC = 0. Then for all c in C, c # dom (x) and x £ dom (c); hence C u { x } is extremal, is included in S and strictly contains C: contradiction with C S-complete. Conversely, assume Vx e S-dom (C) dom (x) n C ^ 0* Assume there exists aeS such that C u {a } is extremal. Then dom (à) n C = 0 and a $ dom (C), which is impossible.
• The next characterisation does not directly involve the points of C, but the domain of C:
THEOREM: Let C e s be extremal Then C is S-complete iff the following two conditions hold:
1) Vx e S prod (x) £ prod (C) => x e dom (C). 2) Vx e S-prod (C) te (x) n ém (C) # 0.
Proq/? Ö) Assume C S-complete. The second condition holds by III. 6.1. Assume there exists x e S such that x £ dom (C) and prod (x) £ prod (C).
Then x £ prod (C), and for all e e C, e £ prod (x); this means that C u { x } is extremal, contradicting the S-completeness of C. &) Assume both conditions hold, let x e S-prod (C).
Since xe# rt (0) for somew, the set dom(x) n dom(C) is w-bounded and has an extremal set E (III .4.4). Because of the second condition, E is not empty. 
Clearly, Cis extremal and contains max (C j5 C 2 ) (c/*. ÏIf.5.4). Hence C > C, and C > C 2 . By III. 5.3, prod (C) 3 prod (C x ) u prod (C 2 ). By construction, prod (C) e prod (C x ) u prod (C 2 ), and 2 holds.
Assume x e S and prod (x) ç prod (C). If x £ prod (Ci) u prod (C 2 ), then x e C by définition of C. Otherwise x e dom (Q) u dom (C 2 ) ^ dom (C). Hence C is 5-complete by III.6.3.
Assume C' S-complete, C' > C l5 C' > C 2 . Let ce C. Then prod (c) c prod (C) = prod (Cj) u prod (C 2 ).
But by III. 5.3, prod (C t ) u prod (C 2 ) e prod (C'). Hence c e dom (C) by III.6.2. Therefore C -< C', and C is the 1. u. b. of C x and C 2 inSCOMP.
b) Let C= Y s (prod(C x )nprod(C 2 )). b 1) Let ceC, Then prod (c) c prod (C^ n prod (C 2 ) implies by III.6.2 c e dom (C t ) n dom (C 2 ). Since c ^ prod (Ci) n prod (C 2 ), we have either c $ prod (C x ) and ce C x n dom(C 2 ), or c $ prod (C 2 ) and ceC 2 n dom(Cj). Therefore C ç (Ci n dom (C 2 )) u (C 2 n dom (Cj)). The reverse inclusion holds by construction, and property 5 is proved.
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b 2) We now have dom (C) = dom (C x n dom (C 2 )) u dom (C 2 n dom (C x )), and therefore dom (C) = dom^) n dom(C 2 ); (<ƒ. III. 3.2). Since Cis extremal by construction, property 4 holds. b 3) To show that C is S-complete, we apply III.6.1.
Assume x e S-dom (C). Three cases are possible:
Case 1: x £ dom (C v ) and x e dom (C 2 ), Then dom (x) n C x ^ 0, dom (JC) n (C x n dom (C 2 )) # O and dom (x) n C ^ 0. Ca^ 2; x £ dom (Cj) and x e dom (C 2 ). Symmetrie to case 1. Case 3; x £ dom (C t ) and x £ dom (C 2 ). Then dom (x) n Q / 0. Let Cj e dom (x) n C lt If c t e dom (C 2 ), then Ci e C. Otherwise dom (c,)nC 2 / 0, dom (x) n(C 2 n dom(C t )) ^ 0 and dom(x)nC^ 0.
Eventually, C being the g. 1. b. of C t and C 2 in (EXT, -<) is also their g. 1. b. in (SCOMP, <).
III.8. Bottom-up computations and induction techniques
We do not define precisely [
Proof: By induction on n: Assume \fxeY(d>) [Vye h(x) P(y)~} = >P(x). Let x 6 (D (0)
. Then h (x) = 0, and P (x) holds.
Assume Vy e $>" (0) P (y). Let x e 0)"+ l (0). Then h (x) c <ï >» (0) implies Vj e h (x) P (y), and therefore P (x).
• Some possible choices for h (x) are : 1) h (x) = «D"' 1 (0). We obtain the usual truncation induction principle (Morris [8] ).
2) h (x) = prod (x). We obtain the usual structural induction principle applied to the relation -<.
3) h(x) = ext(prod(x)). 4) h (x) = mp (x) if <b is deterministic. This principle seems to be the most useful when dealing with recursive programs : the set mp (x) is directly given by the elementary predicates of the translated formula.
An example of application of this last principle is given in the next section.
IV. TIME AND SPACE OPTIMALITY. APPLICATION TO ACKER-MANN PROGRAM
IV. 1. Time and space optimality of storage configuration séquences
Given a recursive program, there exist several differerft implementations, using either recursion mechanism or production mechanisms. It is natural to compare these implementations. We shall use as time and space complexity measures the number of recursion or production steps and the number of intermediate values respectively. Our formai ism provides naturally these évaluations for the implementations using production mechanisms: let { Y n , n e N } be a storage configuration séquence which computes a point (x, z). -The séquence is optimal with respect to time if its limit is the domain of (.x, z) and if it is simple (cf. III. l): that is no intermediate value is computed twice, onîy useful intermediate values are computed.
-The séquence is optimal iff it is optimal with respect to time, and iff it is optimal with respect to space among those s. c. s. which are optimal with respect to time. (It may be the case that one can use less space by recomputing some intermediate values.)
An algorithm realising an implementation is said optimal iff for every argument, the s. c. s. it détermines is optimal.
We emphasise the fact that optimality is defined with respect to the implementation of a given recursive program, and not with respect to the function it computes. For instance, the Fibonnaci function can be defined by the two following programs:
else (fib (rc-l) + 3xfib (rc-2)+fib (n-3))/2.
An optimal implementation of P 2 is not optimal for the computation of fib (n), n > 2: there always exist better implementations of P 1. In fact, no implementation of P 1 is an implementation of P 2 and conversely.
IV.2. Application: Ackermann program
The purpose of the next sections is to show that Rice's algorithm [11] realises an optimal bottom-up implementation of Ackermann program.
Ackermann program is defined on TV u { J_ } by the following program scheme : Let rO be the value of T when the program is exited. 2) )' I is simple; the pairs (Z r , ƒ,) strict!y increasc with respect to the lexicographie ordering :g, o\\ N 2 \ \\o value is compuled twice. The set P n X k , is not empty, since it contains at least x q . Let q' be the least integer such that x q , e X k ,.
We Proof: Left to the reader.
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This result has been improved in [1] . The s. c. s. associated to Rice's algorithm is directly defined by reccurence relations instead of a program. Using a similar method, we show that it is optimal with respect to storage among all possible s. c. s., thus even allowing recomputation of intermediate values.
Diagram 3
The set C(3, 1, 13), and the corresponding paths P 09 P u P 2 ,
